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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to visualize, communicate and understand the vocational 
knowledge of a waiter’s craft, including how to perform table-setting and serving. The 
underlying theoretical perspectives are Culinary Arts and Meal Science, Craft Science, 
and Time-Geography. Basic time-geographical concepts used in the study are project, 
log, notation and constraint. The empirical data consist of two postulated serving meth-
ods wherein different procedures are identified. The data are based on the first author’s 
vocational experience and are described by logs of procedures. Questions in the logs 
concerning capacity, coupling, or authority constraints indicate limits to what is possi-
ble. Additionally, one of the serving methods is shown by a notation, displaying the 
waiter’s and the guests’ actions in relation to the procedures. The notation, comple-
mented with a drawing of the room, provides knowledge about when, where, and for 
how long a serving procedure lasts. Through the use of time-geographical tools, the 
waiter’s craft procedures can be described and interpreted. Thus, it became possible to 
visualize, communicate, and acquire a deeper understanding of how the waiter in her 
vocational craft predicts and masters how time and materiality together with spatiality 
affect a meal event. 
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Introduction 
In the field of craft, attention is often directed to the result and assessments are 
made of the finished product or service. A craftsperson’s vocational role often 
involves many different assessments being made during the performance of a 
craft procedure. The assessments are often implicit knowledge and are under-
taken silently. In a vocational internship, it is less important to be able to give 
explanations of what the assessments are; it is more important that they are the 
right ones for the craft procedure (Almevik, 2011). However, in order to create 
the conditions for knowledge transfer in vocational education and training, it is 
necessary to achieve a profound depth and to change the focus from performing 
to examining how to perform (Sjömar, 2017). In this article, the aim is to increase 
the current understanding of the waiter’s vocational knowledge by using time-
geographical approaches and methods.  

In general, perceptions of a waiter’s work and skill vary. In some contexts, 
serving and table-setting are considered to be a simple type of work with a few 
requisites. Work as a waiter is often the first job of young people, who can begin 
the role as novices since education is rarely in demand (Statens offentliga utred-
ningar [SOU], 2017). In other contexts, however, table-setting and serving are 
considered to be stature-enhancing and prestigious forms of work. For example, 
the daily press in Sweden reports on the professional table-setting at the Nobel 
Prize dinner. The textual descriptions, which are often illustrated by accompany-
ing pictures, reflect how the serving procedures are implemented. With the No-
bel Prize dinner as an example, the practical performance of the waiter’s proce-
dures for table-setting and serving requires knowledge of which utensils will be 
presented, where on the table they will be placed, and when the serving will be 
done. Serving also requires activities that occur in short sequences, often with 
minimum time and full attention necessarily directed to guests. All these are ac-
tivities with specific time-space requirements. A skilled and experienced waiter 
repeats serving activities several times until they become routines, stays one-step 
ahead, and has the ability to predict the next event. Once such actions become 
routines, even a skilled waiter will have difficulty in communicating a thorough 
description of what occurs in a serving situation. Almevik (2014) points out the 
importance, for dissemination of knowledge, of linking theory and practice to-
gether rather than separating them. One way to go about this, means Almevik 
(2017), is for crafts-persons to learn both to document and communicate their 
own knowledge.  

The philosopher Polanyi (1958) wrote that when an action is not reflected 
upon, and when its performance is not assessed, we lose the description of how 
that craft is executed. Polanyi states that when attention is not paid to the indi-
vidual parts of a procedure, it becomes impossible to identify them. On the other 
hand, Ingold (2013) believes that it is the gravest of errors to regard such know-
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how as a subconscious act, or as something that practitioners can do without 
thinking, since the work involves the most intense concentration. 

The time-geographical approach provides conceptual tools which are useful 
for investigating processes of the physical connection between material in space 
over time. Ellegård (2019) underlines that time-geography helps in the analysing 
of how different needs are satisfied differently depending on where, when, and 
by whom the activities are performed. Hägerstrand (1970) believes that time and 
space are inseparable, and that time is necessary to enable people and things to 
be brought together. This way of reasoning can be transferred to different restau-
rant crafts, where a variety of meal situations are dependent on their specific lo-
cation in space and time. In the same way, Gustafsson (2004) suggests that no 
meal is carried out without the presence of different eating situations, places and 
rooms for dining in.  

Craft knowing 
A common way to describe craftsmanship involves mystifying the craft 
knowledge by saying that it is present ‘in the body’ (Sjömar, 2011). Craftsman-
ship is often linked to physical labor and to the fact that knowledge rests ‘in the 
hands’ or ‘sits in the spine’ (Almevik, 2011; Sjömar, 2011). A craft performance 
could be described as a procedure that involves a series of difficult decisions 
made (Tempte, 1982) and their risk taking is central to the performance (Pye, 
1968). Schön (1983) states that practical knowledge is both problem solving and 
assessments of the results. In the same way, Molander (1996) suggests that dis-
cernment and attention are adjacent. Pye (1968) distinguishes craftsmanship 
through the concept of ‘workmanship of risk’ as being characterised by unprec-
edented work, in which the quality of a piece of work can be risked, while ‘work-
manship of certainty’ is performed on a secure basis with a predetermined result. 
Attention could be seen as a key concept in practical knowledge development. A 
skilled practitioner is attentive to her actions and possesses an overview of the 
situation (Molander, 1996). We mean to say that, in line with Sjömar (2017), craft 
science research is both theoretical and practical; theoretical in the sense that the 
purpose is to gain explanations and understanding of craft procedures, and prac-
tical because the investigative methodology is included to perform the proce-
dures.  

Restaurant craft  
Restaurant craft is seldom discussed and analysed through materiality. Gus-
tafsson (2004) explains that although the dining room is important for the guest 
experience, even the table-setting may qualify as ‘a small room’ in itself. Bitner 
(1992) uses the term ‘service-scape’ for the built environment, referring to the en-
vironment where the customers interact. The creative part of the meal experience 
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will occur on the laid-out table (Gustafsson, 2004). Walter (2011) uses the concept 
of ‘experience room’ and points out in her thesis that customers and employees 
are part of the physical environment. The craft that is performed by the waiter 
has to do with the waiter’s ability to read the guests’ expectations and needs 
throughout the meal (Gustafsson, 2004; Gustafsson, Öström, Johansson & Moss-
berg, 2006). A server should have knowledge about the eating situation and 
should try to satisfy the guests’ needs in the best possible way (Gustafsson, 2004; 
Gustafsson et al., 2006). 

An invented craft procedure is often carried out by an expert with ease and in 
a flow. Serving food is no exception. A serving procedure will often follow the 
same method every day. However, the logic of how such a flow continues can be 
difficult for an outsider to understand without any knowledge of serving. An 
expert knows how to do the work. Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1988) point out that an 
expert uses his/her entire knowledge, including both explicit and implicit 
knowledge. At any rate, it is not certain that an expert who can manage a meal 
situation involving hundreds of people will be able to convey her knowledge. 
Lauvås, Handal and Nilsson (2015) propose the use of the phrase ‘insight into 
knowledge’, which refers to knowledge that we are so close to that we are hardly 
aware that we have it. 

One step toward understanding a vocational skill is to identify and describe 
what is happening in each section of a procedure. Rolf (2017) classifies 
knowledge development into five steps. From the first step, capacities refer to ac-
tions such as taking in oxygen, i.e. breathing, further to abilities, practical skills, 
know-how, and, to the highest level, professional competence, which refers to profes-
sional proficiency and ability to transform knowledge processes and improve 
rules. Also, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1988) also describe knowledge development in 
five steps, where a novice is characterised as one whose perspective is governed 
by rules and guidelines, further to advanced beginner, competent, skilled, and expert. 
An expert does not rely on rules and guidelines but regards the situation as a 
whole and perceives it intuitively. The similarities in the models of Rolf and 
Dreyfus and Dreyfus are that both present a transition from a position of depend-
ence on others’ assessments to a position of self-control.  

From 1960 to 1980, craft-oriented procedures such as carving birds, filleting 
fish, and flaming desserts disappeared from first-class restaurants and the 
waiter’s craftsmanship was rationalised and the tasks were reduced to carrying 
plates (Lundqvist, 2006). This simplification can be seen as a regression to an ear-
lier stage of Rolf’s classification system; the waiters are limited to an ability to 
transport. However, Billing and Wahlström (2004) state that the craftsmanship of 
a sommelier nowadays has been further developed. Here, the knowledge re-
quired for a sommelier can be seen as an instrument in the battle for a position 
within the restaurant environment (Jonsson, Nygren & Pipping Ekström, 2006).  
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One way to systematise the waiter’s work is to make a mise-en-place, which 
means putting together the utensils for an upcoming work moment (Culinary 
Institute of America [CIA], 2001). A mise-an-place can be seen as a restaurant 
craft which can be checked against instructions. The concept of mise-an-place can 
be compared to the concept of ‘knowing that’, which is explained by Ryle (1949), 
who refers to a knowledge manifested through representations (i.e., the advice 
the headwaiter and restaurateur Uno Hedman (1999) gives that a plate should be 
placed two cm from the edge of the table). Education documents for serving and 
table-setting will give guidance that explains which utensils must be used de-
pending on the menu (CIA, 2001; Hedman, 1999). The concept of ‘knowing how’ 
(Ryle, 1949), the craft procedures are executed is seldom articulated within the 
arena of restaurant craftmanship. Guideline descriptions seldom problematise 
how utensils, table-settings, and serving procedures affect the result of the 
waiter’s work and the practical elements of eating. Schön (1983) considers that 
thinking and practicing are not separated; rather they form a unit: we reflect in 
the action. Ryle (1949) considers that the reflective practitioner is constantly in a 
learning situation, and a skilled practitioner is reflective. Later, Molander (1996) 
discussed the practitioner doing the right thing at the right time. Knowing and 
action are part of a waiter’s everyday life. The knowledge involved in creating a 
meal described in the Five Aspects Meal Model (the FAMM-model) involves dif-
ferent parts; the room, the meeting, the products, the atmosphere, and the control 
system (Gustafsson et al., 2006). These parts form a whole that will hopefully 
please the guests. However, research has shown that what makes a meal experi-
ence a particularly good one is the social interaction between the actors (Walter, 
2011). The guests’ experience of a meal will include the restaurant scene, the res-
taurant atmosphere, and the quality of the staff, etc., all of which will be seen as 
the most important points (Gustafsson et al., 2006).  

In this study, we will investigate how a professional practice of serving can be 
achieved, understood, and illustrated, through words and pictures, and also how 
the simple actions of supervision are built around complex systems. We will also 
point out how craft not only sits in the hands but is also found in reflected craft 
procedures. 

Aim  
The aim of this article is to visualize, communicate and understand the vocational 
knowledge of a waiter’s craft, including the actions of table-setting and serving 
of food, based on concepts and methodology from the time-geographic approach.  
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Methodology  
We define the practical work of table-setting and serving as a craft and use craft 
science (Sjömar, 2017) as a perspective within the discipline of Culinary Arts and 
Meal Science (Gustafsson, 2004). ‘The main character of craft science is that it is 
theoretical, with the aim to reach explanations and understandings, and practi-
cal, as it is both to the exploratory methodology and to the research results means 
to be able to perform the craft procedures and control the processes’ (Sjömar, 
2017, p. 101–102). The first author of this article has 30 years of experience as a 
waiter, a headwaiter, and a designer of meals. The vocational knowledge has 
consisted of designing and executing meals for the private business sector in Swe-
den (i.e., SEB, The Nobel Foundation, The Sweden Fashion Council), and for of-
ficial authorities (i.e. City of Stockholm, Swedish-arranged EU-dinners). Here, 
this author used his own experience as the empirical data. A person with such 
long and experienced vocational knowledge could be defined as a reflective prac-
titioner (Schön, 1983), and as an expert (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1988). Westerlund 
(2017), with a background as a gardener, and Wellton (2017), a former chef, 
demonstrated in their respective theses that their own practical experiences made 
it possible to interpret their activities and understand the practitioners’ skills and 
knowledge. Their own experience enabled them to delve deeper into interviews 
with other professionals. On the other hand, when a researcher had an insider 
perspective, it was important for the researcher to reflect on the fact that certain 
questions may never be asked, as the material is too familiar (Alvesson & 
Sköldberg, 2008; Wellton, 2017; Westerlund, 2017).  

Perspective of time-geography  
Time-geography offers opportunities to describe and analyse processes in both 
time and space (Lenntorp, 2011), two dimensions that are basic for all existence, 
as everything takes time and occupies space (Ellegård, 2019; Hägerstrand, 2009). 
The meaning of time-geography is ‘to rise up from the flat map with its static 
patterns and think in terms of a world on the move’ (Hägerstrand, 1982, p. 651). 
Time-geography has been proven useful for enhancing complex crafts that span 
over time and space (Hägerstrand, 1982; Jarefjäll, 2016). On an overall level time-
geography has been used to investigate crafts that are carried out in various oc-
cupations and spaces (Eriksson, Seiler, Jarefjäll & Almevik, 2019). In this study 
we have placed the waiter’s equipment and his/her craft knowledge under the 
light of the concepts from time-geography. 

Within time-geography a project is defined as a goal-oriented activity 
(Ellegård, 2019; Hägerstrand, 1982; Åquist, 1992). We define serving guests’ food 
as a time-geographical project. In this study, the project is performed in two dif-
ferent ways: by plate serving and by silver service. A project will be managed by 
a diversity of activities, for example table-setting and serving. An activity depends 
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on its individuals. Within time-geography an individual can be a human, a non-
human (a thing), or an animal – anything that can be regarded as indivisible at 
the level of the investigation. In this study, individuals are, for example, a waiter 
and a utensil. Activities are performed at different stations. A station could be a 
table. Activities and individuals can be noted as trajectories in a notation, thereby 
it is be possible to visualize what activity is performed, when, for how long, and 
where (Ellegård, 2019). The notation illustrates when procedures occur simulta-
neously, which means beside-each-otherness, and when procedures occur in a 
timely manner, which means after-each-otherness. The concept of bundle refers to 
the grouping of several individuals and describes the staying together of two or 
more individuals (Ellegård, 2019). In the notation, time is regarded as a continu-
ous dimension and the now is described by a line, the now-line, which constantly 
moves along the time axis, transforming future to past. It can be formulated in 
the words of Hägerstrand (1982, p. 651): ‘a world on the move.’ The continuous 
time dimension shall be read, in the notation, from the bottom up (Ellegård, 
2019). 

Empirical data in time-geography is often based on time-diaries, called logs. A 
log can either be factual or postulated. A factual log is a result of different require-
ments, obstacles, and opportunities (Hägerstrand, 1982; Mårtensson, 1979; 
Åquist, 1992). A postulated log reveals to what can be done in a time-space. By 
using a postulated log, opportunities are opened to analyse the limits of what is 
possible. And in the same way the problems of interpreting factual logs are 
avoided (Hägerstrand 1982; Mårtensson 1979; Åquist,1992). An analytical con-
cept of time-geography is the focus on constraints. The constraints are divided 
into three groups: capacity, coupling, and authority, which will generate questions 
about what is or is not possible to manage, in a project (Hägerstrand, 1970). Ca-
pacity constraints concern the individual’s opportunities related to her bodily 
functions and to the resources that are available to her. Coupling constraints arise 
from requirements for coordination between individual’s, but also between indi-
viduals, tools, and material. Authority constraints concern power relations, for 
example, about control over the room and possibilities for access to different 
parts of the room (Ellegård, 2019; Åquist, 1982). Time-geography is characterised 
by physical realism, which means that intentions, feelings, or quality aspects of 
an activity are not included (Åquist, 1992). This approach is in line with our 
study, where we consider the work of waiter’s to be dependent on the material-
ity. We do not intend to study the quality of the procedures.  

The use of the time-geographical concept – project 
The chosen project for this study involved two different ways of serving food: 
plate serving and silver service. In order to study the project, both the procedures 
of table-setting and serving have been conducted as experimental data. Based on 
his long vocational experience as a waiter, the first author thought through 
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different serving methods and wrote down various possible scenarios. Plate serv-
ing refers to a plate with a completed portion of food being transported and 
served to the guest at the table. Silver service involves condiments being trans-
ported to the table in serving bowls for the guests to take from. The main food, 
placed on a dish, is transported to the table where the waiter offers the dish to 
the guest, who lifts the main food and places it onto her own plate. Based on the 
first author’s vocational experience we have defined different dining procedures 
as such: table-setting; transporting of food; serving of food; and the completion 
of the serving procedures, (see Table 1). Since the purpose was to test the possi-
bilities of a time-geographical approach as a method, we have chosen to limit the 
material by omitting the serving of drinks. What was discovered in the study was 
that the serving of food, without drink, provided a large amount of data which 
was considered sufficient to test the model’s usefulness. 

Table 1. Defined dining procedures. 

Nr Procedures Plate service Silver service 

1 Table 
setting 
 

A knife and fork are 
placed on a table, the 
cutlery is placed at the 
place where the guest 
will sit.  

A knife, fork and an empty plate are placed on a table. 
The cutlery and the plate are placed at the place 
where the guest will sit.  
 

2 Transport  The waiter transports 
one plate with fish, pota-
toes, and sauce from the 
kitchen into the dining 
room and to the table. 

The waiter transports the fish dish, the sauce bowl, 
and the bowl of potatoes from the kitchen by means of 
a serving station. At the serving station, the serving 
cutlery is placed onto the dish and into the bowls. The 
transport continues to the table in the dining room. 

3 Serving  The waiter places the 
plate of food onto the 
table in front of the 
guest. 

The waiter places the bowls of potatoes and sauce 
onto the table on the right side of the guest.  

 
The waiter offers the fish dish on the left side of the 
guest.  

 
The guest serves herself fish from the dish.  

 
The waiter leaves the guest and the table and trans-
ports the empty fish dish to the serving station or to 
the kitchen. 

 
The guest takes the bowl of potatoes and serves her-
self. She then puts the bowl back onto the table, on her 
left side. 

 
The guest takes the sauce bowl and serves herself 
sauce. She then puts the sauce bowl back on the table, 
on her left side.  

4 Completion The serving moment is 
completed; the guest 
now has a plate with 
food on the table in front 
of her. 

The serving moment is completed when the guest has 
a plate with fish, potatoes, and sauce on the table in 
front of her. The empty bowls are picked up by the 
waiter and transported away from the table. 
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The use of the time-geographical concept – logs 
The collected postulated data, based on the first author’s own experiences, is 
compiled into two time-diaries, called: log for plate service and log for silver ser-
vice. Each log has a chronological number and a name, and covers the procedures 
executed by three guests and one waiter. Descriptions are given both for the ac-
tions of the waiter and the guests. Based on the concept of constraints, different 
questions are listed and answered about any capacity, coupling, or authority con-
straints that may occur.  

The use of the time-geographical concept – notation 

 
Figure 1. One human individual (a waiter) and two non-human individuals (a plate and 
a table) are included in this example. The waiter goes from the serving station to the 
kitchen and takes a plate of food (thereby, the waiter and the plate are joined together and 
form a bundle). The waiter and the plate arrive at the table (which is stationary) and now 
the three form a bundle (for a very short time). The waiter sets the plate down on the table 
and leaves. The waiter is now separated from both the table and the plate. A new bundle 
has emerged between the plate and the table. 

A time-geographic notation will give additional information to the log both by 
visualizing and analysing activities in a project (Ellegård, 2019). The notation is a 
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description that shows a sequence of activities performed by individuals, includ-
ing movement activities, in the time-sequence and duration of activities 
(Ellegård, 2019). In the same way, a notation illustrates where and when someone 
(a human individual or a non-human individual) is in a defined project. The no-
tation illustrates both beside-each-otherness and after-each-otherness and can be 
used to investigate how and why individuals, human and no-human, come to-
gether and leave each other (Ellegård, 2019) (Figure 1). 

In order to understand silver service, which requires more procedures than 
plate service (see Table 1, row number 3), we have chosen to illustrate infor-
mation from the log in a notation. Thereby, we will test whether the time-geo-
graphical concepts of being stationary, arriving, connecting, and separating can 
be used to provide explanations for the waiter’s vocational knowledge.  

In the end of next section, Results, a notation illustrates which individuals, 
(i.e., plate, platter, and waiter) are included in each procedure. When the trajec-
tories for individuals, whether human or non-human, are combined in a serving 
procedure, they form a bundle. The notation visualizes when and where these 
different bundles occur and disappear. This method makes it possible to illustrate 
the length of time which different individuals take when participating in a serv-
ing procedure. The now-line shows the time at which the serving procedures are 
in progress.  

Results 
The investigation of the waiter’s vocational knowledge inspired by time-geogra-
phy results in two logs (one for each way of performing the project) and in one 
notation, which visualizes a vital part of the project using the silver service pro-
cedures. First, we compare the two logs before going deeper into the execution 
of the vocational knowledge by analysing the notation. Thereby, we bring to the 
fore the timing, duration, sequence, and specific location of the actions performed 
by the involved human individuals in the procedures and their use of non-hu-
man individuals. The notation also makes clear what is happening simultane-
ously. In summary, we suggest that the time-geographical concepts make visible 
the waiter's simultaneous capacity to understand, plan and execute procedures 
that take place in time and space. We will consider that the understanding of the 
waiter’s craft procedures compares to Hägerstrand’s (1982, p. 651) phrase ‘a 
world on the move’ but with a flexible and ongoing table landscape.  

Visualization of table-setting and serving procedures – logs 
When crafting procedures are noted in the log and questions are asked of the 
material based on the time-geographical concept of constraints, it is possible to 
point out the waiter’s different types of knowledge which are necessary to carry 
out a serving procedure. By comparing the two different serving methods – plate 
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service and silver service – we can make visible how something as seemingly 
simple as two serving methods means big differences in the knowledge required 
to carry out the task. These differences appear, for example, where and when so-
called critical times occur in the serving order: in this case, the waiter setting the 
table she needs to choose cutlery which will prevent future coupling constraints 
between the characteristics of the dish and the shape of the cutlery (Table 2 and 
Table 3, Procedure 1). 

Table 2. Postulated log for plate service. 

Nr Procedures Waiter’s actions  Guests’ actions Constraints 

1 Table 
setting 
 

The waiter pre-
pares the table 
surface and sets 
the knives and 
forks. 

None What knowledge does the waiter use 
when preparing and choosing the most 
suitable: 
- Table area? 
- Utensils (i.e., knife and fork)? 
- Positions on the table for the utensils? 

2 Sitting 
down 

The waiter shows 
the guests to the 
table and hands it 
over to the guests. 

The three guests 
are seated at the 
table. 

Can the table and utensils be interpreted 
and used by the guests? 

3 Waiting for 
food 

The waiter is in 
charge of the table 
and the guests. 

The guests have 
the opportunity 
to act. 

Have the guests gained power over the 
table area and utensils? How can they af-
fect them? For example, a guest might ac-
cidentally knock the cutlery onto the 
floor. 

4 
 

Plating None None The chef places food on the plates in the 
kitchen.  
Which plates does the chef choose?  
Where and in what way is the food 
placed on the plates? 

5 Leaving  The waiter walks 
away from the ta-
ble and the dining 
room. 

None What may occur once the waiter has lost 
the control of the table and the guests? 
For example, a guest may put her bag or 
her laptop on the table? 

6 Transport The waiter picks 
up the three plates 
in the kitchen. The 
food is trans-
ported from the 
kitchen to the din-
ing room and then 
to the table.  

None Does the waiter have the ability to carry 
the plates? 
What are the size and the weight of the 
plates, and how is the food positioned on 
the plate? 
Are the plates too big or too heavy? Is the 
food positioned in a way that causes 
risks to arise during the food’s transpor-
tation? 

7 Serving The waiter places 
one plate on the 
table in front of 
every guest. 

None Are the guests ready at the time when 
the food is served? Is the table surface 
free of other items, such as bags and lap-
tops? 
Are all the guests present at the table 
(e.g., has anyone gone to the toilet)?  

8 Completion The waiter leaves 
the table. 

The guests start 
to eat.  

Until when does the waiter’s control over 
the table and guest continue? 
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Setting a table also involves deciding where to place the knife and fork. If the 
placement of the cutlery does not match the guests’ expected standards for a table 
setting (Table 2, Procedure 1), authority constraints occur, which can be seen as 
an example of the waiter’s craft, which includes understanding the guests’ ex-
pectations.  

In plate service, the waiter carries out the procedure of setting the table with 
all of the utensils, but not the plate (Table 2, Procedure 1). The waiter chooses the 
table and capacity constraints will occur if the table size is not large enough for 
the plate which will arrive to the table later (Table 2, Procedure 7). The chef might 
choose three plates that are not too big or too heavy, or that otherwise do not 
align with the waiter’s plan to transport three plates at once (Table 2, Procedure 
6). Though no coupling constraints should occur, it is included within the 
waiter’s craft to communicate with the chef about the setting as well the trans-
portation of the plates. 

In silver service the table is set with all utensils, including the plates (Table 3, 
Procedure 1). The chef, in the kitchen, is involved in the service when he or she 
places fish, potatoes, and sauce in platters and bowls (Table 3, Procedure 4). To 
avoid capacity constraints for the waiter, the chef needs knowledge regarding the 
size, shape, and weight of the selected platters and bowls, so that they conform 
to the waiter’s capacity to transport them. The placement of the food on the plat-
ter and in bowls can also contribute to coupling constraints should the waiter be 
unable to physically lift and transport these utensils (Table 3, Procedure 6).  

In silver service, the serving procedures begin when the waiter places the 
bowls of potatoes and sauce onto the table. In order to avoid coupling constraints 
between the individuals, the bowls must be placed at a distance that allows the 
guest to reach them (Table 3, Procedure 9). The serving procedures continue 
when the waiter offers the platter of fish. The guest takes the serving cutlery and 
moves the fish onto her plate (Table 3, Procedure 10). If the guest takes too much 
fish, a capacity constraint will occur, since there will not be enough fish for the 
other guests sitting at the table. Authority constraints are imposed if the guest 
does not return the serving cutlery to the waiter or if the guest´s actions take too 
long (Table 3, Procedure 10). To prevent capacity, coupling, or authority con-
straints from occurring, the guest needs to understand how many potatoes and 
how much sauce she can take; she also needs to understand how to move the 
bowls of potatoes and sauce so that the second guest can reach them. Here, it may 
be a standard or a norm that the guests understand that sharing a meal means to 
share the served food as well to share the served utensils. During silver service, 
many different constraints can arise. There are several critical points here, which 
are dependent on a number of procedures being risky when serving responsibil-
ities are shared between guests. 
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Table 3. Postulated log for silver service. 

Nr Procedures Waiter’s actions Guest’s actions Constraints 

1 Table 
setting 
 

The waiter 
prepares the 
table surface 
and sets the 
plates, knives, 
and forks. 

None What knowledge does the waiter use 
when preparing and choosing the most 
suitable: 
- Table area? 
- Utensils (i.e., plate, knife, and fork)? 
- Positions on the table for the utensils? 

2 Sitting 
down 

The waiter 
shows the 
guests to the 
table. 

The guests are 
seated at the ta-
ble. 

Can the table and utensils be interpreted 
and used by the guests? 

3 Waiting for 
food 

The waiter is in 
charge of the ta-
ble and guests. 

The guests have 
the opportunity 
to act. 

Have the guests gained power over the 
table area and utensils? How can they af-
fect the table area? For example, a guest 
might accidentally knock the cutlery onto 
the floor. 

4 
 

Plating None None Which platter and bowls are chosen by the 
chef? How (in what form) is the food 
placed in the bowls and onto the platter? 

5 Leaving The waiter 
walks away 
from the table. 

None What may occur once the waiter has lost 
control of the table and the guests? For 
example, a guest may put her bag or her 
laptop onto the table. 

6 Transport The waiter lifts 
and transports 
the fish dish and 
the bowls of po-
tatoes and 
sauce. 

None Can the waiter carry the platter and the 
bowls in one instance of transport? What 
are the size and the weight of the dishes? 
How is the food positioned on the platter 
and in the bowls? Do any risks arise dur-
ing the transport? 

7 Adding 
serving  
cutlery 

The waiter 
places a serving 
spoon and 
serving fork on 
the fish dish, a 
potato spoon in 
the potato bowl, 
and a sauce 
spoon in the 
sauce bowl. 

None Which serving cutlery does the waiter 
choose? 

8 Transport The waiter goes 
to the first guest. 

None Can the waiter carry one dish and two 
bowls, with the food and the added serv-
ing cutlery, in one instance of transport? 

9 Serving 
 

The waiter puts 
the bowls of 
potatoes and 
sauce onto the 
table. 

None Does the waiter know where the sauce 
bowl and the potato bowl should be 
placed on the table? 
Is there enough space on the table for the 
bowls? 

10 Serving The waiter 
offers the fish 
dish to the first 
guest. 

The first guest 
takes the 
serving spoon 
and serving fork 
and lifts a fish 
fillet to her own 
plate. 

Can the first guest use the serving cutlery 
to serve herself the fish? For how long will 
this guest use the serving cutlery? How 
much fish will this guest take? 
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11 Serving 
 

The waiter 
finishes serving 
the first guest 
and moves on to 
serve the second 
guest.  

None Can the second guest use the serving 
cutlery to serve herself the fish? For how 
long will this guest use the serving 
cutlery? How much fish will this guest 
take? 

12 Serving 
 

 The first guest 
takes the potato 
bowl, moves it 
near to her 
plate, takes the 
serving spoon 
and places 
potatoes onto 
her plate. Next, 
the guest moves 
the potato bowl 
over to the 
second guest. 

Does the first guest know that she should 
move the potato bowl closer to her own 
plate? How many potatoes will this guest 
take? Does the guest know that she should 
then move the potato bowl away from her 
own plate and closer to the second guest? 

13 Serving  The first guest 
takes the sauce 
bowl, moves it 
near to her 
plate, takes the 
serving spoon, 
and places the 
sauce onto her 
plate. Next, the 
guest moves the 
sauce bowl over 
to the second 
guest. 

Does the first guest know that she should 
move the sauce bowl closer to her own 
plate? How much sauce will this guest 
take? Does the guest know that she should 
then move the sauce bowl away from her 
own plate and closer to the second guest? 

14 Transport The waiter 
leaves the table 
and goes away 
with the empty 
fish dish. 

The guests’ self-
service of pota-
toes and sauce 
continues after 
the waiter leaves 
the dining room. 

What can happen when the waiter loses 
control of the table and the guests?  
What can happen as the guests serve 
themselves with potatoes and sauce? 

15 Arrival 
 

The waiter 
returns to the 
table. 

None Are the guests finished serving themselves 
potatoes and sauce? 
 

16 Transport 
and 
completion 

The waiter picks 
up the bowls 
and takes them 
away from the 
table. 

The guests start 
to eat.  

What can happen when the waiter loses 
the control of the table and the guests?  

17 Completion The waiter 
leaves the table. 

None Until when does the waiter’s control over 
the table and guests continue?  

Visualization of serving in time and space – notation 
To make visible that the craft procedures in silver service are much more complex 
than in plate service due to the fact that the serving is shared between waiter and 
guest, as well as between guest and guest, a notation is made (Figure 2). The in-
formation from the silver service log which describes in text what happens, when 
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it happens, for how long is goes on and who participates has been transferred to 
a notation. This gives the opportunity to replicate sequences of the waiter’s and 
guests’ complex activities.  

The notation thus provides, for example, a visual image that shows that the 
waiter is able to ensure that material resources are in the right place and at the 
right time which can be described by the time-geographical concept of side-by-
side-ness. The notation also provides the opportunity to visualize how activities 
occur in time, explained by the time-geographical concept of before-and-after-
ness. By noting the time on the y-axis, it becomes possible to illustrate the waiter’s 
order of different serving procedures; by noting location indications on the x-
axis, it is possible to see all the different places that the waiter uses in his work. 
The notation makes it easy to see the interplay in the time-space between the dif-
ferent kinds of individuals (human individuals and non-human individuals) 
during the procedures as well as when a procedure is completed. To illustrate 
the notation in a more communicative way, we have added an illustration at the 
bottom of the notation.  

The notation (Figure 2) indicates that at the 1-minute point, three activity bun-
dles are formed of the various individuals as follows: 

• The waiter, the fish dish, the fish spoon and the fish fork form a blue ac-
tivity bundle;  

• The potato bowl and the spoon form a red activity bundle; and  
• The sauce bowl and the sauce spoon form a green activity bundle. 

 
At the time when the waiter invites guest A to take a portion of fish (at the 1.5-
minute point), guest A becomes connected with the waiter’s blue activity bundle. 
When guest A is ready for this activity, she is separated from the blue activity 
bundle. Soon after, guest A connects to the red bundle for the purpose of serving 
herself potatoes and after a while she is separated from this bundle. Thereafter, 
she is connected and separated to the green bundle to serve herself sauce. This 
happens at the same time as the waiter invites guest B to take fish. The waiter has 
a physical connection to the blue trajectory during the whole serving procedure. 
But at the same time the waiter shares the physical responsibility of the fish spoon 
and fish fork with the guests because the waiter offers the cutlery to them when 
they have to transfer the fish onto their own plates. This is visible in the blue 
bundles (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The illustration, Visualization of silver service in time and space, is a develop-
ment of the illustration The Child and the Butterfly (Hägerstrand, 2009, p. 116). 

The significance of the waiter’s understanding of the after-each-otherness be-
comes visible as the notation system shows that procedures must be performed 
in a certain order. At the same time, following the timeline reveals that some pro-
cedures take place in parallel during the serving process; for example, while the 
waiter invites guest B to serve herself fish, guest A is serving herself sauce. Thus, 
the waiter’s understanding of after-each-otherness and beside-each-otherness is 
part of the knowledge that the waiter has when performing a dining situation. 
Hereby, through the notation, it is possible to visualize and communicate com-
plex serving procedures that occur simultaneously and in a timely manner. 
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Discussion  
The aim of this article is to visualize, communicate, and understand the voca-
tional knowledge of a waiter’s craft, including the actions of table-setting and 
serving. This study shows that time-geographical key concepts such as time, 
space, and individuals are transferable to the context of Culinary Arts and Meals 
Science. The waiter’s work is characterised by different path choices, where the 
decisions made before each situation are characterised by the relationship be-
tween time, space, and its various individuals consisting of people and things. 
These three aspects affect every table-setting and serving situation, which are 
performed every day, everywhere. In order to understand the waiter’s vocational 
knowledge and to be able to convey its content to the situations of teaching and 
training, but also in the professional world, the craftsmanship needs to be con-
ceptualised. The time-geographical approach with its concepts is one way of ap-
proaching knowledge that is sometimes referred to as ‘tacit knowledge’. 

In  the  next  section  we  will  discuss  the  methods  and  approaches  of  time- 
geography and how these have enabled us to get closer to descriptions of the 
waiter’s vocational craft knowledge. 

Discussion of the method  
Through the use of the time-geographical methods, we investigate the approach 
used by Dunin-Woyseth and Nilsson (2017) and Sjömar (2017), wherein the focus 
of craft knowledge is shifted from a practical production field to an exploratory 
research field, to answer questions about how a craft procedure is carried out. 
We believe that this is important to achieve development in our research field. 

With support both from the field of crafts (Almevik, 2011; Ehn, 2014) and from 
the field of time-geography (Ellegård, 2019), we have broken down some serving 
procedures into smaller parts. The time-geographical perspective makes it possi-
ble to pay attention to the many different choices and decisions that the craftsman 
needs to make in each crafting procedure. This allows us to understand the com-
plexity of dining procedures. We have sorted the data from two well-known serv-
ing methods – plate serving and silver service – into time-geographical logs.  

In this study, we have not been interested in identifying what is right or wrong 
in a traditional way of serving. Those answers would be dependent on the dining 
context (Gustafsson, 2004). Instead we have chosen to remove the experience-
based part of the craft, in order to get deeper into an understanding of what the 
practical benefits of the waiter’s procedures are. We believe that this abstraction 
makes it possible both to talk about and to teach and train in the profession of the 
waiter in a more intellectual, and at the same time technical way. This means that 
in a teaching occasion the practical part of the craft (like the function of moving 
material) cannot be hidden through the social interaction between waiter and 
guest, discussed by Walter (2011). In the same way, time-geography has no 
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primary ambitions to discuss experiences or meaning of projects (Åquist, 1992). 
By using the concept of constraints, it is possible to visualize underlying aspects 
of a waiter’s knowing that are necessary to perform a serving procedure. Seeking 
out, by questions, what could be a constraint allows for determining the factors 
which enable a project to be successfully carried out. This methodological ap-
proach, to ask what is an obstacle, makes it possible to describe possibilities and 
limits of projects (Hägerstrand, 1970). Searching for constraints in this way pro-
vides an opportunity to explain (Åquist, 1992) what seems obvious in a waiter’s 
craft procedure. The time-geography approach breaks down the data of the time, 
space, and individuals to a very basic and ordinary level (Hägerstrand, 2009). 
When we elucidated what the various table-setting and serving procedures are 
and what actions the waiter performs, we perceive knowledge pertaining to a 
level that Rolf (2017) defines as abilities on a fundamental level.  

The notation with its graphics shows that a crafting process is ongoing in a 
flow of individuals who move around in time and space (Gustafsson, 2004; Gus-
tafsson et al., 2006; Walter, 2011; Åquist, 1992). Through the notation, together 
with the illustration of a table with its guests and a waiter in a restaurant room, 
we show what the waiter has to manage. The notation shows when and where 
individuals, who are dependent upon one another, must be brought together and 
separated. Hereby, we make visible one part of the waiter’s knowledge that 
Lundquist (2006) suggests is to carry out the transportation of utensils from one 
place to another. In the same way, by the time-geographical concepts and meth-
ods, we can visualize and communicate when and where different actors (human 
and non-human) integrate in a meal experience. From this, it will be possible to 
communicate when and where, in a meal experience, the social interactions be-
tween guests could be possible in the way Walter (2011) suggests. The notation 
together with the illustration describes and explains how the waiters affect this 
studied meal situation in aspects of space and time; this can be viewed in contrast 
to the log, which gives no spatial view. The log is a time-diary that notes the event 
and time, while the notation illustrates the event and its duration in time, and 
location in the room wherein the procedure takes place. Through the use of both 
the log and the notation, this study has demonstrated the ability to visualize, 
communicate and understand, the waiter’s craft-related actions. The time-geo-
graphical method can also feel foreign; for example, when it touches on what is 
so close to the waiter’s everyday reality, the approach can be perceived as stating 
the obvious. Hägerstrand (2009) believes, however, that we also need to see the 
obvious to manage a resource utilisation in a joint existence. One difficulty in this 
study has been to limit the data, since the view of time-geography means to see 
the world as a myriad of threads where everything is linked together as in a 
weave. When everything according to time-geography belongs in huge systems 
of bonds, it becomes difficult to delineate. This combined with the first author’s 
own long experience and understanding of the waiter’s profession, which can 
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also be likened to a weave of experience, has made it difficult to formulate and 
limit the data. At the same time, we believe that the method can clearly be seen 
as a bridge between Culinary Arts and Meal Science and Craft Science, thus ena-
bling new approaches to study the waiter’s vocational knowledge.  

Discussion of the result 
Concepts and methods from time-geography allow researchers to both separate 
and integrate factors, such as time, space, humans and non-humans (materials 
things), and to use separation/integration in order to look at them as con-
straints/facilitators when a project is performed. The flow of events takes place 
as after-each-otherness and is largely controlled and influenced by the waiter, 
who has mastered the materiality of the period. As a result, chains of events that 
affect each other can emerge from the hidden, the often unspoken and the too-
often forgiven taken. The notation also makes visible parallel activities, beside-
each-otherness, which are simultaneously going on in the time-space. A meal al-
ways takes place in some kind of spatiality and requires time to be implemented. 
Hereby, we will describe how the concept of time is compared to timing, how the 
concept of space is compared to table/dining room, and how the concept of in-
dividual is compared to waiters/guests/utensils. 

Time  
In time-geography, time is a basic dimension for all existence, and in our analysis, 
timing is a vital aspect of time. A waiter’s vocational knowledge involves mas-
tering chains of events that occur over a period of time. In the same way, the 
waiter needs to have an understanding that table-setting and serving need to be 
performed in a certain time frame. This part of the waiter’s knowledge is usually 
taken for granted. Traditional knowledge transfer from master to apprentice 
means that instructions are given that serving should be done in the right time 
and in the right order (Wellton, 2017). The notation (Figure 2) highlights the often 
unspoken professional practice. Through the notation it is possible to demon-
strate at what time, in which before-and-afterness (Ellegård, 2019; Hägerstrand, 
2009) the waiter needs to make a decision (Gustafsson, 2004; Gustafsson et al., 
2006) 

Room 
In this study, the time-geographical concept space equated is the room. In Culi-
nary Arts and Meal Science the FAMM model is a central framework and the 
room is one part (Gustafsson et al., 2006). In discussions about the room in per-
spective of FAMM as well as the room as concepts of ‘service-scape’ and ‘experi-
ence room’ (Bitner, 1992; Walter, 2011) the importance of the room and the table-
setting for a guest experience (Gustafsson, 2004), are common. Difficulties arise 
when room for ongoing procedures are to be explained. Hägerstrand suggests 
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that we need to see the space, or room, in terms of ‘a world on the move’ (1982, 
p. 651). Similarly, in this article, we try to examine the restaurant’s room based 
on the idea of a changing space – that is, a room which is influenced by its indi-
viduals. Models that can describe a changing space are one step towards making 
visible the waiter’s vocational knowledge. Models that capture flows with events 
can complement knowledge as ‘knowing that´ (Ryle, 1949). ‘Knowing that’ points 
out, for example, where utensils must be placed on the table surface or where the 
table should be placed in the room (Hedman, 1999). However, ‘knowing how’ 
means to understand how materials that are moved in the room, both by guests 
and by staff, affect the waiter’s craft procedures. The time-geographic approach 
makes it possible both to visualize and communicate this flow of material move-
ments, which are a large part of the waiter’s vocational knowledge. The dining 
room is not a stationary room but a room that is constantly changing. 

Individuals  
Through the time-geographic notation it is possible to discern which individuals 
are onsite within a given craft procedure. We demonstrate that a skilled waiter 
needs to possess knowledge about which serving procedures are onsite and 
which individuals are dependent upon or independent from one another in a 
serving procedure. To make the notation at more synoptic level, we created an 
illustration in the lower part of the notation. It illustrates the different individuals 
of the notation as well as the stations at which they are located at the beginning 
of the serving. The illustration makes it easier to visualize how the trajectories of 
the individuals (i.e., people and materials) are moving between different stations 
in the time-space.  

Craft 
How rooms are affected by presence of different individuals (human and non-
human) is something which is rarely emphasised in educational materials. The 
same can be said for how rooms are affected by the time at which an individual 
(human and non-human) arrives at or leaves the room. This is usually something 
that ‘just happens’ through the crafting procedures. With the support of the time-
geography, it is possible to shed light on how the time, the room, and the indi-
viduals are linked together by different serving procedures. When a map, or a 
notation, shows the geographical location of places, the content of the waiter’s 
vocational knowledge can be described. The definition of the waiter’s level of 
craftsmanship becomes apparent when she makes decisions that alter the table-
setting and the serving craft procedures. This definition of craft is supported by 
the reasoning of Tempte (1982), who believes that craft is a question of different 
and difficult decisions that the craftsman is compelled to make. We believe that 
time-geography can highlight the complexity of craft procedures in terms of the 
many different choices a craft person is faced with and the many different 
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decisions they must make and act on. Many of these decisions are made at a rapid 
pace by the professional. The seemingly simple crafting procedures appear here 
as a result of the reflective practitioner. The level of vocational knowledge can 
become visible through the concepts of constraints, which demonstrate how eve-
rything that occurs occupies both time and space. At the same time, reflective 
decisions can help to explain how, when, and where the waiter’s decisions affect 
the results of table-setting and serving procedures.  

The results from the log (Table 3) show that silver service generates more pro-
cedures than plate service. In the same way, more questions are posed for silver 
service based on the concept of constraints, and thereby it becomes apparent that 
silver service involves more risks than plate service. This finding is consistent 
with Pye’s (1968) definition of craft, which states that craft involves elements of 
risk taking. Using time-geography, we show here that the silver service becomes 
more salient, partly because the serving procedures are shared between the 
guests and the waiter. We are suggesting that silver service can be referred to, in 
the words of Pye (1968), as a ‘workmanship of risk’. On the other hand, plate 
service can be compared to a task that is performed on the basis of security, giv-
ing it more of a predetermined nature, and can be referred to as a ‘workmanship 
of certainty’ (Pye, 1968). Therefore, we suggest that silver service can be catego-
rised as more of a craft procedure than plate service.  

Conclusion 
By studying the waiter’s craft from a time-geographical perspective, and com-
paring plate serving with silver service in two logs, we have come to understand 
the waiter’s different levels of knowledge for table-setting and serving. The logs, 
together with the notation, clarify three categories of knowledge as time, space, 
and individual, which together communicate parts of the waiter’s vocational 
knowledge. When the waiter, in words and through illustrations, describes 
choices and decisions for her craft procedures, it is possible to visualize, com-
municate, and understand, how she masters and predicts time, materiality, and 
spatiality. Such a theoretical approach intellectualises the waiter’s crafting pro-
cedures, which is important in educational situations. Furthermore, in the pro-
fessional world, too, it becomes possible to demonstrate that the waiter has a 
great understanding of time, space, and materiality and how these elements in-
teract. This makes it possible to give the vocational role of a waiter a higher status. 
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